
Frequently Asked Questions about the California Ethnic Studies Model 
Curriculum  

Why Arab-American studies must be included and why Progressive Jews should 
support it.

IT’S AN ISSUE OF RACIAL JUSTICE

Brief Overview

California’s Department of Education (CDE) is putting the finishing touches on an Ethnic 

Studies Model Curriculum (ESMC) which would bring Ethnic Studies to public high 

schools throughout the state.  

That is the good news.

The bad news is that pro-zionist, Israel-focused organizations and the Jewish legislative 

caucus are fighting hard to remove Arab American studies from the proposed 

curriculum.

JVP is on record in support of Arab-American studies and is part of the Save the 
Save Arab-American Studies Coalition. 

Other coalition members include the Arab Resource Organizing Committee (AROC), M-

Power, The Council on Islamic Relations (CAIR), the Asian Pacific Political Alliance, 

Black Lives Matter, the Association of Asian American studies and hundreds of Ethnic 

Studies professors and experts from around the country. 

The Instructional Quality Commission (IQC), a part of the CDE, will be issuing a revised 

draft of the ESMC on August 3 and holding a hearing on August 13, 2020 in 

Sacramento. 

Background: How did we get to this point?



Last fall the ESMC Advisory Committee included Arab-American studies in their draft 

curriculum, as part of Asian-American studies, mirroring how this is handled at the 

university level. Additionally, the 300-page draft included a single reference to BDS, as 

one of several  potential social movements for students to explore, and made reference 

to a Palestinian hip-hop song critical of Israel and the Nakba. This sent many Israel-

focused organizations into a social media frenzy. They sent in thousands of app 

generated, cookie cutter emails protesting the inclusion of Arab-American studies and 

accused the Advisory  committee members of having an anti-Jewish bias and of singling 

out Israel for criticism. At least one of these groups, ACT.IL, is known to be financed 

and supported by the Israeli government.  The Jewish Legislative Caucus also signed 

on in opposition to the draft curriculum.

How does this issue fit into the struggle for racial justice?

As progressive Jews, we know that our safety comes from standing in solidarity with all 

those oppressed by white nationalism, white supremacy and Islamophobia.   The first 

line of our Mission Statement is “JVP opposes anti-Jewish, anti-Muslim, and anti-Arab 

bigotry and oppression.” Teaching Arab-American history, including Palestinian-

American narratives is not antisemitic.    It’s vital that the legislators and the community 

know that there are Jews who support the teaching of Arab-American studies in the 

high school classroom. The pro-Israel interest groups who promote the false equation 

that criticism of Israel and/or Zionism equals antisemitism must not be allowed to shut 

down Arab-American studies.   These groups do not speak for all American Jews, and 
we must make that known.

  

Why do we need Arab-American studies particularly at this time? 

Since 9/11, Arab-American students across the country have seen an increase in 

Islamophobia and anti-Arab hazing and harassment. This mistreatment exploded after 

Trump’s Muslim ban. Most California students and teachers are woefully ignorant of the 

history and culture of Arabs and Arab-Americans. Teaching Arab-American studies in 



high school will go a long way towards countering prejudice and stereotyping.   (For 

more information on the harassment Arab youth face in schools, please read the 

TURATH Report )

Why isn’t Jewish Studies Part of Ethnic Studies?
While including Jewish studies as part of Ethnic Studies is no longer on the table in 

regard to the ESMC, the topic continues to  hover in the background.  It’s  important that 

as Jews we understand the issue.  As Dr. Kenneth Monteiro, the former Dean of the 

San Francisco State College of Ethnic Studies, explains “colonized, racialized and 

marginalized communities of color are at the heart of the mission of Ethnic Studies.”  

For more information, read his entire letter HERE.   The Jewish community is a 

multiracial community with members who belong to communities of color whose 

experience is captured in Ethnic Studies.      While Jews experience antisemitism in the 

US, white Ashkenazi Jews do not constitute a racialized or marginalized community of 

color.  It’s essential that white Jews in the U.S. embrace the truth of how our whiteness 

joins us to the dominant culture and its privileges in critical ways. 

Jewish Studies is an important part of the higher education curriculum, but it is, and 

should be, separate from Ethnic Studies.  In addition, discussions of antisemitism and 

the white Ashkenazi experience are already present in California high school 

classrooms.  For example, the 8th grade core literature curriculum includes the Diary of 

Anne Frank and the 10th grade core literature curriculum includes Elie Wiesel’s Night.  

In US history and World history classes, the core curriculum includes lessons on  

Jewish immigration through Ellis Island.   California already has  a Model Curriculum on 

the Holocaust and antisemitism.  The ESMC talks about antisemitism as a distinct form 

of social oppression related to others such as racism, sexism, and anti-Arabism. 

To stay up to date on the campaign to save Arab-American studies, please go the JVP 

Bay Area website at https://jvp-bayarea.org or to the Save Arab American Studies 



Coalition website at https://savearabamericanstudies.org, where you will find numerous 

statements of support for including Arab-American studies.  

Here are key readings we recommend:

1) Editorial in J Weekly by the Rabbi and Music Director of Kehilla Community 

Synagogue:  Why Jews Should Support the State’s High School Ethnic Studies 

Curriculum

2) Link to Jewish Currents Article: Pro-Israel Groups Threaten California's Ethnic 

Studies Curriculum 

3) Link to JOCSM Unruly Blog:  Mizrahi Jews Speak in Support of the California 

Ethnic Studies Curriculum

4) What Is and Is Not Ethnic Studies by Keith Monteiro of CSU Council on Ethnic 

Studies

5) TURATH REPORT: Teaching Understanding & Representing Arabs Throughout 

History


